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1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain a translation theorem

for analytic Feynman integrals based on the following translation theorem for

Wiener integrals given in [2] and [3](2).

Theorem T. Let x0(t) be a real absolutely continuous function on [a, b] which

vanishes at t = a, and let x'0(t) be essentially^) of bounded variation^) on [a, b]. Let

C[a, b] be the space of real continuous functions x(t) on [a, b] that vanish at t = a, and

let G(x) be a Wiener measurable functional on C[a, b]. Then if either member of the

following equation exists, both exist and they are equal:

G(x + x0) dx
JClaM

(1)

= exp (-If [x'0(t)f dt) f       G(x) exp ( f x'0(t) dx(t)\ dx.
\     ¿ Ja I  Jcia.M \Ja I

The analytic Wiener integral and analytic Feynman integral were defined in [1]

by analytic extension from the Wiener integral as follows.

Definition. Let the complex number A0 satisfy Re A0 ̂ 0 and A0 ̂ 0, so that

^o = |^oI exP QO) f°r some 6 on the interval [ — tt/2, w/2]. Let F(x) be a functional

defined on C[a, b] and such that the Wiener integral

(2) /(A) =  [       F{\-1'2x)dx
Jcia.b]
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(2) Formula (1) given here differs slightly from those in [2] and [3] in that [a, b] is used

instead of [0, 1] and the Wiener integrals are normalized on the basis of "unit variance per

unit time" instead of "half unit variance per unit time."

(3) The integral f* x'0(t) dx{t) in (1) denotes the Riemann-Stieltjes integral obtained by

replacing x'0(l) by a function of bounded variation which is equal to x'0(t) almost everywhere.

(4) This restriction on x'a(t) may be weakened to x'0(-)eL2 provided that we interpret

¡"a x'o(t) dx(f) in the sense of [5].
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exists for all real A in the interval |A0| < A< |A0| + S for some S>0. Then if 7(A)

can be extended so that it is defined and continuous on the closed region(5)

(3) 5 = {A:A = kMA0| úPú \K\ +0 -y«"1)«, y e [0, 6], or y e [6, 0]}

and analytic in its interior, we define

/•anwA

(4) ° F(x) rfx = /(A0),
JCla.bl

and we call the left member of (4) the "analytic Wiener integral of F(x) with revar

parameter A0."

In particular, if A0 = — iq where q is real, the integral (4) will be called the

"analytic Feynman integral with parameter q," and we write

fanf fanw_,

(5) F(x)dx= F(x)dx.
JCla.M JCla.bJ

lfq=l, we shall write simply anf instead of anf^

For use in the present paper we define uniform analytic Wiener (and Feynman)

integrability.

Definition. Let A0 and 8 be given as in the previous definition, let A be any

nonempty abstract set, and let F(x\a) be a functional defined on C[a, b] x A.

Suppose that there is a positive 8 (independent of a) and a corresponding set S

given by (3) and a function J{\\a) defined on Sx A having the following properties:

/(A | a) is analytic in A in the interior of S for each fixed ae A and J(X\a) is uniformly

continuous in A on S uniformly with respect to a for all a in A, and finally,

/(A|o) =  f       FiX-Wx^dx
Jeta, M

for all real A in the interval | A01 < A < | A01 + S and for all a in A. Then we say that

F(x\a) is "analytic Wiener integrable with revar parameter A0 uniformly with

respect to a over A." In particular, if A0= — iq where q is real, we say that F(x\a)

is "analytic Feynman integrable with parameter q uniformly with respect to a

over A. " In particular, if the parameter q is not mentioned, it is understood to be

equal to unity.

It is of course clear that uniform analytic Wiener (or Feynman) integrability

implies analytic Wiener (or Feynman) integrability.

Now in order to obtain a translation theorem for analytic Feynman integrals,

we will need to use a theorem on analytic extension of a function of several complex

variables which the authors proved in [4]. (That paper was in fact motivated by

(5) If 0=0, interpret S to be the real interval [A0, A0 + 8], omit the analyticity requirement

since the interior of S is empty, and define the analytic Wiener integral to be /(A0+).
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the need to use it in this one.) We now state a special case of the main theorem of

that paper for use below.

Theorem A. Let h be a simply connected region of the complex X-plane whose

intersection with the real axis is a nonempty interval I. Let M denote the entire

complex ¡i-plane and let m be the real axis in this plane. Let 0(A, ll) be defined on

Q. = (A x m) u (/ x M), and let it be bounded in every compact subset of Q.. Further

let O be an analytic function of\ over A for each n in m, and let it be an entire function

of fj. for each A in I. Then it follows that there exists a function 0*(A, /¿) which is

defined and analytic in (A, ¡x) everywhere on Ax M and which satisfies

<D*(A, M) = <D(A, M)

everywhere in Q.

By using Theorems T and A and the definitions given above, we shall obtain the

following translation theorem for analytic Feynman integrals.

Theorem 1. Let S be a positive number < 1, let A be the region

(6) A = |A|A = ^Mp-l| < i(l~|y|)» ~<y<sl,

let N be a neighborhood of — i in the complex fi-plane, and let D be the unit disk

\ix\ < 1. Let x0(t) be as specified in Theorem T, and let F be a functional that satisfies

the following two conditions:

(i) f       F(A- ll2x) exp U f x'0(t) dx(t)\ dx
Jcia.bl \     Ja I

exists for all real Xinl — 8<8<1+A and all complex ¡x and is bounded on all compact

subsets of this three dimensional region; and

(ii) F(x) exp Li      x'0(t) dx(t)   dx
Jcia.n \     Ja I

exists for all A in A and all real li and is bounded on all compact subsets of this three

dimensional region.

Then it follows that the analytic Wiener integral in (ii) exists and is analytic in

(A, ¡x) for all A in A and all complex /*. Moreover if Falso satisfies the third condition

(iii) F(x)exp(/x      x'0(t) dx(t)\ dx
Jcia.bl \     Ja I
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exists uniformly with respect to ¡i over N(~\ D and approaches a limit as fi -> —i

from inside D, then the following integrals exist and equality holds:

i-anf

F(x + x0)dx
Jeta, 6]

(7)

= exp (I j" [x'0(t)]2 dt^j J"*   F(x) exp (-/ j" x'0(t) dx{t)} dx.

Since the existence of the integral in (i) follows from the existence of the integral

in (ii), condition (i) may obviously be replaced by the stronger condition (iv) below.

Corollary. Theorem 1 still holds if condition (i) is replaced by condition (iv):

(iv) [sup^^i^lFÍA-1'2*)!] exp (fj  x'(t) &(i))

is Wiener integrable over C[a, b] for each real /¿.

2. The proof of Theorem 1. Let us first assume that conditions (i) and (ii) are

satisfied, and let the integrals given in (i) and (ii) be denoted by T(A, ¿i) and 3>(A, ¡x)

respectively. Then by the definition of the analytic Wiener integral, we have when

A and ¡¿ are both real and |A— 1| < 8,

<D(A,At) = T(A,A-1'V).

Now let

f 0(A, a), for A e A and u real,

(8) 0(A, ¿) = \
[T(A, A~1/2/¿),   for A real and | A— 11 < S and /* complex.

By the definition of <S> in (ii) and the monodromy theorem, we see that <1>(A, ¡x) is

analytic in A throughout A when A is not real, and since i> is continuous in A on

the real axis, we have analyticity throughout the whole of A for each real /x. The

same statements of course apply to Ô since it equals O when ¡j. is real. Moreover

T(A, /n) given by (i) is clearly an entire function of p for each real A in | A— 11 < 8,

and this is also true for Í>(A, ¡j.). Thus it is clear that Ô satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem A, and hence there exists a function 0*(A, /*) which is defined and analytic

in (A, ft) on A x M and which equals Ô(A, ¡j.) wherever the latter is defined ; (here,

as in Theorem A, M denotes the complex ¿¿-plane). In particular,

(9) <D*(A, p) = <I>(A, p.), for A e A and ¡x real

and

(10) <D*(A, /¿) = Y(A, A -1 'V), for A real and | A -11 < 8 and ll e M.
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Now since for each complex fx, (10) holds for real A on | A — 11 < 8 and the Wiener

integral represented by *F(A, A" ll2fx) exists, and since <I>*(A, ¡x) represents an analytic

extension of this into the appropriate horn-shaped region, the analytic Wiener

integral indicated by (ii) exists in A x M and is equal to <1>*(A, ¡x). Thus (9) holds

over all of A x M if we extend the definition of 0 as the integral given in (ii) over

all of A x M. Moreover i> is analytic over A x M, and the first conclusion of the

theorem is proved.

Now assume that condition (iii) is also satisfied. Then by (iii) there is a set S

given by (3) with A0 = — i and some S (not necessarily the same as the one mentioned

in the hypothesis of Theorem 1) such that T(A, A-1'2^) has for each ¡x in N n D

an extension which is continuous in A throughout S and analytic in the interior of

S. Moreover this extension is continuous in A over S uniformly for fxe N n D.

Now this extension must of course be equal to <1>(A, l¿) at their common points of

definition. But if the 8 associated with S is taken sufficiently small, S— A consists

of the one point \= —i. Thus if we denote the integral in (iii) by G>( — i, ll), we have

(11) *(-»',/*) = limA^_1>AeS<D(A,M)

uniformly in fx for fieJVri D. Moreover, by hypothesis (iii), we know that

(12) lim^_i>H6D $(-/>) =L

exists. (Here we are using the left member to define the right member.) Thus by

the Moore-Smith theorem on repeated limits,

(13) limA^_ioverS;„__ioverD <D(A, ¿t) = L.

Also for A ë A, (and hence for A e S, A^ — i), Í>(A, ¡x) is continuous in fx for all ¡x.

Thus for each \s S, A / — i,

lim„__ioverB<D(A,¿) = 4>(A, -i),

and by the Moore-Smith theorem

limA^_ioverS<D(A, -i) = L.

Thus since <t>(\, — i) is continuous in A over A, it is continuous in A over S if it is

given the value L at X=—i. But this is an extension of T(A, — iA_1/a) which is

analytic throughout the interior of S and continuous over S. It follows from the

definition of an analytic Feynman integral that (ii) is defined at fx = — i and

(14) (        F(x) exp (-/ i x'0(t) dx(t)\ dx = L,
Jcia.b] \        Jo /

and in accordance with (ii) we may properly write

(15) L=0(-i, -i).
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Let us now apply Theorem T to the functional

G(x) = F(X-imx)

and at the same time replace x0 by A1,2x0. We obtain

f       F(\~ll2x + x0)dx
Jcia.W

= exp (-Ï j" [x'0(t)Y «ft) j    ^ FÇi'^x) exp (a1'2 j" x'0(t) dx{t)\ dx

for real A on |A— 1| < 8, since the right member exists and this implies the measur-

ability of F(\~ll2x). But the right member is the product of an entire function with

*F(A, A1'2) which equals 0(A, A). Thus for real A on |A—1| < 8, we have

(16) f       F(\-ll2x + x0) dx = exp {-^ f [x'0(t)]2 dt\®(\, A).
JciaM {.      ¿ Ja J

Now since Í>(A, /*) is analytic in Ax M, 0(A, A) is analytic in A. Thus <D(A, A) is

analytic in the interior of S and continuous throughout 5 except perhaps at

A= — j. But since S— D contains only the point — i, (13) implies that

(17) lmwioverS <D(A, A) = L = *(-/, -/).

Thus the left member of (16) has an extension to S which is continuous over S

and analytic in the interior of S. Hence the left member of (7) exists and we have

(18) T     F(x + x0) dx - exp (i f [4(0]2 «//}*(-/, -0.
Jcia.b] lz Ja J

Then (7) follows from (14), (15), (18); and Theorem 1 is proved.
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